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RBA  survey: Bitcoin is  no  foolish 
investment,  say  80%  of  Australian 
experts 
 

Members of the finder.com.au RBA panel are forecasting no rate change for December 2017 
One third of panellists aren’t expecting a cash rate move until 2019 
Most respondents (11 ,79%) don’t think Bitcoin is a “foolish” investment 

                    

4 December 2017, Sydney, Australia – Despite the ups and downs in the value of Bitcoin, 
Australia’s top experts and economists don’t think the cryptocurrency is a “foolish” 
investment, according to finder.com.au, the site that compares virtually everything.  
 
Results from the December finder.com.au RBA Survey, the largest of its kind in Australia, 
show all 33 respondents are forecasting a cash rate hold this Christmas. 
 
There is widespread agreement among the panel (87%) that when the cash rate next moves, it 
will be in a positive direction. 
 
However, opinions are divided about when the next move will happen, with a significant 
number of respondents predicting a long wait until the rate is adjusted. 
 
Graham Cooke, Insights Manager at finder.com.au, says it’s probable there won’t be 
movement until the latter half of 2018. 
 
“Even if it does nudge next year, it’s likely to be in the third or fourth quarter,” he says. 
 
One third of the panellists aren’t expecting any cash rate movement until 2019. 
 
Meanwhile, the upcoming Royal Commission into the banking industry may shake things up in 
Australia. Nerida Conisbee from REA Group believes consumer confidence is the cornerstone 
of a well-run economy. 
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“It’s too early to tell what the impact of the Royal Commission will be. For Australians who feel 
the banks have at times been operating illegally or unethically, the Royal Commission will 
hopefully provide better ways for them to resolve their grievances”, she says. 
 
Graham Cooke warns Australians not to expect too much from the Royal Commission. 
“Nobody knows what the next year will have in store, and what skeletons the banks may have 
in their closets. However, the fact that the banks have asked for this inquiry would indicate 
that they think their closets are fairly empty. Time will tell.” 
 
Meanwhile, with the value of Bitcoin soaring to over US$10,000 this year and then falling 
sharply last week, experts also weighed in on cryptocurrency as an investment. 
 
Most respondents (11, 79%) don’t consider bitcoin a “foolish” investment.  
 
“Last month’s finder.com.au RBA survey showed the real impact from the bitcoin revolution 
could be the blockchain system behind it.” Mr Cooke says. 
 
“The blockchain essentially works as an unhackable record of transactions and interactions. It 
therefore has a wide range of applications outside of Bitcoin. Blockchains are being 
developed today to keep track of property ownership records, to allow musicians to sell their 
music directly and securely to their fans without the need for a record company, and to allow 
expatriates and immigrants  to send funds home to their families much faster and cheaper 
than ever before. This could have far wider implications than the cryptocurrency itself.” 
 
***** 
 
 

Here’s what our experts had to say: 
 
Jordan Eliseo, ABC Bullion (Hold): "The RBA will be happy to sit tight as we approach 
Christmas, and monitor incoming data. With housing starting to roll over, retailers facing a 
tough holiday period,  and a stubbornly high Australian dollar, we remain confident that the 
next move will be a cut, but this will take time to play out. " 
 
Shane Oliver, AMP  (Hold): "Strong business conditions, strong employment and the RBA's 
own expectations for stronger growth point to an eventual rate hike but low inflation, record 
low wages growth, the slowing housing cycle, uncertainty around consumer spending and the 
still too high $A argue for flat or even lower rates. So the outcome is likely to be on hold for 
the 16th month in a row." 
 
Alison Booth, ANU (Hold): "The fundamentals don't justify any change for the moment." 
 
John Hewson, ANU (Hold): "Insufficient data" 
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Darryl Gobbett, Baillieu Holst Ltd (Hold): "RBA comments suggest even more uncertainty 
about the inflation forecasts, when falling wages growth will stabilise and the very high and 
rising levels of household debt, which might justify ending the very low  cash rate, but this 
being offset by the concerns at what a rise may do to the $A and household consumption. So 
hold off." 
 
Paul Dales, Capital Economics (Hold): "The RBA doesn't want to cut interest rates for fear of 
inducing households to take on more debt, but equally economic growth and inflation aren't 
strong enough to prompt it to raise interest rates. " 
 
Saul Eslake, Corinna Economic Advisors (Hold): "RBA has again made it clear it has no 
appetite for cutting rates further, but nor will it start raising them until there is a more solid 
basis than presently exists for confidence that inflation will return to within the target band, 
that economic growth will return to trend, and that spare capacity in the labour market is 
being steadily absorbed." 
 
Scott Morgan, Greater Bank (Hold): "Data does not support a move at this stage." 
 
Mark Brimble , Griffith University (Hold):  "While the economy could do with support and the 
lead into the holiday season could be a great time to generate consumer confidence, the RBA 
is likely to not move due to ongoing concerns in housing and credit markets." 
 
Shane Garrett, Housing Industry Association (Hold): "Australia needs interest rates to stay 
low at the moment. General inflationary pressures are well under control - but several 
components of demand are below par and need a supportive interest rate backdrop." 
 
Paul Bloxham, HSBC (Hold): "Inflation remains below target, but growth is lifting" 
 
Alex Joiner, IFM Investors (Hold): "No economic justification for a rate rise. As house price 
growth decelerates pressure on the RBA to raise rates dissipates. Its outlook for inflation does 
not warrant any move or indeed even any more of a hawkish stance" 
 
Robert Montgomery, Infrastructure Partnerships Australia (Hold): "There has been little 
change in economic indicators, so the cash rate will continue to remain on hold." 
Michael Witts, ING (Hold): "The economy continues to perform in line with the RBA's 
expectations, so there is no need for RBA action at this time." 
 
Leanne Pilkington, Laing+Simmons (Hold): “The OECD has recently signalled that the winds 
of change in the Australian economy may be preparing to blow, and that a rate rise may come 
sooner than previously thought. Even so, this would be 12 months away. In our view, with the 
heat gone from the housing market, and with wages, unemployment and inflation steady, 
there’s no impetus for the RBA to tinker with interest rates in the near term." 
 
Nicholas Gruen, Lateral Economics (Hold): "They've signalled they will." 
 



 

Mathew Tiller, LJ Hooker (Hold): "The soft outlook for GDP, inflation and wages growth, 
combined with the moderation in property price growth, should keep the cash rate on hold 
over the short term." 
 
Stephen Koukoulas, Market Economics (Hold):  "The RBA continues to ignore the signals that 
point to the need for an interest rate cut - low wages growth and inflation, weak consumer 
spending and moderate growth." 
 
Michael Yardney, Metropole (Hold): "The official RBA interest rate is likely to remain at 1.5% 
throughout 2018.  Australia's economy is still operating below its potential with economic 
growth not strong enough to justify an interest rate increase.   The positive signs of jobs 
creation, falling unemployment and rises in full-time employment are being offset by slow 
wages growth, sluggish retail sales and a benign inflationary environment.  Fortunately, the 
RBA will be pleased our property markets are cooling and will not feel the need to use rising 
rates to slow the market." 
 
Mark Crosby, Monash University (Hold): "The RBA has signalled no increases in rates for the 
foreseeable future. Whether or not this is wise doesn't matter, the RBA will sit on their hands 
for the next 6 months at least." 
 
Jessica Darnbrough, Mortgage Choice (Hold):  "Anaemic inflation, combined with a drop in 
consumer sentiment, and non-existent property price growth over the last month, will 
encourage the Reserve Bank to leave the cash rate on hold once again." 
 
Alan Oster, Nab (Hold): "Still watching wages and house prices." 
 
Jonathan Chancellor, Property Observer (Hold): "The bank doesn't move unless it has to, 
and there's no reason now to." 
 
Matthew Peter, QIC (Hold): "The economy still contains sufficient slack to keep underlying 
inflation at low levels. The RBA will need to keep rates on hold well into 2018 to support our 
export and import competing sectors, which are currently the drivers of growth." 
 
Noel Whittaker, QUT (Hold): "House prices flattening - wages growth slow - why raise?" 
 
Nerida Conisbee, REA Group (Hold): "Economy is still too weak to increase and I would say 
the RBA is waiting to see what the data says early next year. " 
 
Christine Williams, Smarter Property Investing (Hold):  "Overall the economy has not 
changed in the last month  Retail is still quite slow leading up to the festive seasons 
spending." 
 
Janu Chan, St. George Bank (Hold): "Low inflation and ongoing spare capacity will keep the 
rba from raising rates despite a more upbeat outlook for business investment and the labour 
market." 
 



 

Brian Parker, Sunsuper (Hold): "The data flow over the last month won't have significantly 
changed their view on the outlook for inflation or growth." 
 
Clement Tisdell, UQ-School of Economics (Hold): "No reasons to expect a change." 
 
Nicki Hutley, Urbis (Hold): "modest demand and inflation outcomes present no risk or need 
to raise rates." 
 
Tim Nelson (Hold): "Inflation and wage growth remain low. Both are expected to increase  
only gradually over time. Further progress is expected on reducing spare capacity in the 
economy and current rate settings appear consistent with sustainable growth and achieving 
the medium-term inflation target." 
 
Other participants: Bill Evans, Westpac (Hold) 
 
### 
 
We now have a news feed on Twitter! Follow us for the latest updates or drop us a line to say 
hi: @finder_news. 
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